
1 year project giving free mapping software 

to kick-start mapping projects in Scotland

Community Map Scotland
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Social Levelling
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Local Place Plans

Climate Resilience

Health & Well-being



Why

Started in 2009 for England and Wales

2,500+ subscribers

Helps improve continuity and aids 

decision-making in their day-to-day tasks



Why

Communities have the best local knowledge 

but the most informal & underfunded IT

Harnessing Local Knowledge

Higher tier 
authorities

Community 
Council

Community 
Council

Community 
Council



Why

Communities taking ownership is the catalyst 

for making positive changes throughout all 

tiers of Government

Real change happens locally



Take our tried-and-tested software and rework it for Scotland

How



a self-service mapping portal that 

helps you access digital mapping to 

use for your council business

No software to install

Secure & encrypted

Affordable subscription service

How



Curated data from the IS Spatial Hub

How



PAS leading on training and advice

How



What

Pre-built layers & styles

Consistency across councils

Snapping for enhanced quality

Instant save to cloud

Easy editing tools



What

Build up a national picture 

amongst communities and 

other tiers of Government

Creates more dynamic and 

accurate datasets to tackle 

ever-evolving issues

Collaborate layers



What

Isochrone tool for real-

world travel times

How far can I get?

What’s my catchment?

Active travel tool



What

Export to PDF and image

Create shareable links

Create interactive maps

Publishing



Signing Up

cms12



Signing Up

From this…To this…

PSGA

(Public Sector Geospatial Agreement)

Central Government-funded scheme to give 
Local Councils a licence to use detailed 

national mapping data

Free to register and free to use for your Local 
Council business

os.uk/psga



Signing Up

From this…To this…

APGB

(Aerial Photography Great Britain)

Once you’ve added a PSGA number you can 
register for this within Parish Online

Again, completely free for your Local Council

Sign member licence within Parish Online



Summary

Hundreds joining our last introductory session

Fantastic support from IS and PAS

Communities signing up every day

Network of enthusiastic organisations growing

Great initial feedback



Summary

Can we foster more engagement from Local Authorities and Central Government?

Can we find funding & support in the next 12 months?

Excited to see what Communities can achieve with the power of mapping

Next steps



Summary

If an individual signs up for a Community Council, can it transfer to others?

Yes, these are Community Council accounts rather than being tied to an 

individual.

Can I publish maps on our website or distribute to the public?

Yes, with caveats.

Adhere to the PSGA licencing. Use it for CC business only.

Don’t sell the maps.

FAQs



Summary

Can the Local Authority share their Local Plan to use as context?

Yes, ask them and they can share their GIS data to us. We’ll then share it to all 

CCs in their area.

Can I see land ownership?

That’s something we’re going to try and add. I’ll most likely be limited to seeing

what’s freehold/leasehold/unregistered etc.

FAQs



Summary

Do you sell the data we add in?

No, we’re not interested in selling your data. We also don’t share it externally.

Can you add XXXXX layer from organisation YYYYY?

Hopefully! If you think you’ll find it useful for your work we’ll try and add it in. 

Email Improvement Service.

FAQs



Summary

Do I need to use the OS Data Hub to get the mapping into my account?

No, we’ve done all that for you. You just need to add your PSGA licence number 

to your account.

What if I see data that is wrong?

Contact the owner of the data directly. Send them a PDF of the area in question. 

That’ll help them fix it quickly.

FAQs



Summary

If we create a LPP, will it be ignored by the planning authority?

We hope not! We’ve heard positive things so far, but it’ll take momentum for 

Community Councils to make their voice heard.

Do I have to use this software?

No, not at all. This is purely opt-in. We hope you’ll join in the project.

FAQs



@Geoxphere

@XMAP_Suite

@ParishOnline

@ChrisMewse

Thank you

Got any ideas? Get in touch

support@geoxphere.com
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